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The prefabricated concrete structure is regarded as the main body of the green
construction technology, while the joint connection of the prefabricated components is
the weak link of force. In addition, the grouting sleeve connection is a widely used
connection method in the prefabricated component joints. The effective anchorage of
reinforcement is realized by the implementation of a mechanical bite force, friction force
and bonding force between reinforcement, grouting material and sleeve inner wall,
respectively. Along these lines, in this work, a UHPC-based grouting material was
prepared, and its main technical performance was tested. The influence of the
grouting mix proportion and anchorage length on the stress performance was
thoroughly investigated by carrying out a unidirectional tension test of eight grout-filled
splice sleeves. The acquired results show that UHPC grouting containing micro and
particles possess high mechanical strength and durability. The incorporation of UHPC
grouting containing steel fibers can further improve the compressive and flexural strength.
However, its fluidity will be reduced and grouting difficulties will be induced. For that
reason, the utilization of UHPC-based grouting material without steel fibers is
recommended. The grout-filled splice sleeve joints with UHPC meet also the strength
requirements, and the sleeve can be found in the elastic stage in the test, indicating that
sleeve joints possess a higher safety margin.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Prefabricated construction is considered the main development subject of environmental
construction. Under the background of industrialization, prefabricated bridge structures arose at
the historic moment. Reinforced sleeve grouting connection is one of the widely used connections in
prefabricated bridge structures, which is mostly used for the vertical connection of prefabricated
components, such as piers and caps (Xu et al., 2021).

Sleeve connection improves the bonding strength between the interfaces by inhibiting the splitting
deformation of the internal grouting. The reliability of the sleeve connection strongly depends on the
interfacial bond strength between the grouting material and steel bar or sleeve. The working and
mechanical performance of the grouting material is closely related to the bond strength, and the
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affecting factors include cementitious materials, active
admixtures, aggregates, additives, and the like (Hayashi et al.,
1993; Hayashi et al., 1994; Moosavi et al., 2005; Ling et al., 2014).

Reactive powder concrete (RPC) is considered a kind of ultra-
high-performance concrete. Fang (2018) took the sleeve grouting
connection as the object, optimized the mix proportion of the RPC
grouting material, and made the connection joint specimen for the
uniaxial tensile test. On top of that, the influencing factors of the
interfacial bond strength were systematically analyzed, the empirical
formula of the average bond strength was fitted, and the critical
anchorage length of reinforcement in the RPC sleeve was deduced.

Reinforcement in the RPC sleeve was deduced. Shao eta l., (2020)
proposed the use of an ultra-high performance concrete UHPC-
based grouting material containing steel fiber and ultra-fine quartz
sand, whereas the gravity grouting method was used to connect steel
bars and sleeves. The extracted results revealed that the sleeve filled
with UHPC-based grouting material has good mechanical
properties. Based on the Box-Behnken Design analysis method,
Li (2019) established a calculation model for the early mechanical
properties of grouting materials, and an early-strength ultra-high
grouting material was also prepared. This grouting material showed
also excellent mechanical properties in the test. He et al. (2018)
presented a summary of the results of an experimental investigation
to assess the behavior of shear connectors encased in concrete-filled
steel cells (CFSCs), which were used in steel-concrete joints with
ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) grout. Fan et al. (2019)
mixed lightweight sand (LWS) and steel fibers in UHPC to promote
internal curing and improve flexural strength. From the reported
outcomes in the literature, it can be argued that steel fiber with a
volume content of up to 3% will not lead to corrosion of the steel
rebar and thus can be safely used in UHPC.

Sun et al. (2015) used iron tailings instead of quartz sand as an
aggregate to prepare cement-based grouting material. The impact of
the iron tailings replacement rate, water-cement ratio, and cement-
sand ratio on the mechanical properties of the grouting material
were studied. The authors demonstrated that a relatively high
substitution rate of the iron tailings was detrimental to the
working performance of the grouting. The appropriate amount of
iron railings can also improve the compressive strength of the
grouting material at different ages. More specifically, when the
replacement rate was 40%, all kinds of properties of the grouting
material met the requirements. Anagnostopoulos et al. (2014)
examined the impact of the water-reducing agent on cement-
based grouting material. By comparing the influence of
polycarboxylate superplasticizer and naphthalene superplasticizer
on the various properties of grouting material, the following
conclusion can be drawn: the polycarboxylate water reducer had
a better performance improvement on grouting materials with
water-cement ratios of 0.33, 0.4 and 0.5. Furthermore, the

acquired outcomes were improved than that of the naphthalene
water reducer, but the polycarboxylate water reducer could increase
the final setting time of grouting materials.

Haber et al. (2015) studied the mechanical properties of sleeve
connection joints under static, dynamic, and cyclic loading
conditions and the load-displacement curves of grouting sleeve
precast columns were compared. Yu et al. (2016), Yu et al.
(2017), Yu et al. (2021) explored the mechanical mechanism of
reinforcement sleeve grouting lap joints by enforcing a uniaxial
tensile test. The specimen’s bearing capacity and ductile hoop strain
were also investigated. In another interesting work, Wu et al. (2017)
carried out stress analysis of the grouting sleeve wall and the
calculation formula of the wall stress was provided. The authors
demonstrated that with the increase of the diameter of the steel bar,
the stress of the tube wall was significantly improved, while the
experimental value of the stress of the tube wall was in good
agreement with the calculated value. Ling et al. (2014) designed
six different types of grouting sleeves by improving the inner wall
structure of sleeves and feasibility test research was also carried out.
The differences in the mechanical properties of the different types of
sleeve connections were compared by the authors. Lu et al. (2019)
carried out an experimental study on the mechanical properties of
wedge grouting sleeves and wedge thread grouting sleeves. A suitable
anchorage length of the steel bars and improvement measures were
proposed for improving the tensile strength of wedge sleeve joints.

The grouting material is considered the main force
transmission medium of the connection joint. Consequently,
its working performance directly affects the reliability of the
grouting sleeve connection node, thereby influencing the
overall stability and safety of the fabricated structure. Under
this direction, in this work, a UHPC-based sleeve grouting
material was prepared, and its flexural strength, compressive
strength and fluidity were thoroughly investigated. Eight
grouting sleeve joint specimens were fabricated by using
UHPC as grouting material, whereas the mechanical properties
of the connection joint were explored. The load-displacement
curve of the connection joint, the strain variation of both sleeve
wall and steel bar were obtained, and the influencing factors of the
interface bonding strength were analyzed.

2 PREPARATION AND PERFORMANCE
TEST OF UHPC-BASED SLEEVE
GROUTING MATERIAL
2.1 Raw Materials
Based on the principle of minimum compactness, the raw
materials used in UHPC-based grouting material configuration
are the following:

TABLE 1 | Physical properties of cement.

Physical performance
index

Setting time/min Compressive
strength/MPa

Flexural strength/MPa

Initial set final set 3d 28d 3d 28d

Standard value ≤45 ≤600 ≥17.0 ≥42.5 ≥3.5 ≥6.5
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• Water: tap water;
• Cement: P·O 42.5;
• Silica fume: ultra-high active ultrafine particles, the
particle size range of 0.1–0.3 μm, Si O 2 content greater
than 90%;

• Quartz sand: spherical particles, the particle size range of
0.18–0.425 mm, Moh’s hardness is 7;

• Fly ash: high active spherical vitreous, particle size is about
1.2 μm;

• Water reducing agent: liquid polycarboxylate
superplasticizer;

• Steel fibers: 6 mm × 2 mm copper-plated smooth steel fiber.

The parametric properties of the various components are
shown in Table 1 to Table 6.

The physical properties of cement is shown in Table 1. The
physical properties of silica fume is shown in Table 2. The
physical properties of quartz sand is shown in Table 3. The
physical properties of fly ash is shown in Table 4. The chemical
composition of fly ash is shown in Table 5. The physical
properties of steel fiber is shown in Table 6.

2.2 Preparation and Performance Test of
UHPC-Based Grouting Material
2.2.1 Mix Proportion and Preparation of UHPC-Based
Grouting Material

Two UHPC-based grouting materials with different mixing
ratios were prepared in the experiment to study the influence
of steel fibers on the mechanical properties of UHPC-based
grouting material, such as flexural strength, compressive
strength, and flowability. They were numbered GA and GB.
The GB grouting material was produced by adding a certain
proportion of steel fiber on the basis of GA grouting material.
When 1 m3 UHPC grouting material was employed as an
example, the mix proportion of GA and GB is shown in
Table 7.

The production steps of the UHPC-based grouting material
can be described as follows: the performance test of grouting
material was carried out by a hand-held vibration mixer.
Before mixing, the mixing shaft should be wetted and wiped
without obvious water. Then, the cementitious material and
fine aggregate were weighted according to the mix proportion
presented in Table 7 and pour it into the mixing barrel to stir
evenly. Subsequently, a water-reducing agent was added to
most of the water, the residual water was washed with the
reducing agent in the beaker with residual water, and then it
was poured into the mixing barrel. After stirring evenly again,
the steel fibers were added 2—3 times to continue stirring.
When the steel fibers were evenly dispersed in the slurry, the
preparation of the UHPC-based grouting material was
completed.

TABLE 2 | Physical properties of silica fume.

Category Silica fume

Apparent density (cm3) 2.20
Compacted bulk density (cm3) 0.62
Specific surface area (m2/g) 16.97
Si O 2 contents (%) 92.43
Moisture content (%) 0.16
Activity index (%) 119

TABLE 3 | Physical properties of quartz sand.

Category Density
g/cm3

Compacted
bulk density

g/cm3

Particle size
range/mm

Mohs
hardness

Quartz
sand

2.65 1.5 0.18−0.425 7

TABLE 4 | Physical properties of fly ash.

Category Fly ash

Density (g/cm3) 2.7
Compacted bulk density (g/cm3) 0.89
Water demand ratio (%) 87
Ignition loss (%) 0.74
Moisture content (%) 0.02
Stability (mm) 0.5

TABLE 5 | Chemical composition of fly ash.

Chemical composition Content/%

Alkali content 4.11
f-CaO 0.03
C O 3 0.0083
O3Ti2 0.72
CaO 12.06
K2O 2.12
Na2O 2.72

TABLE 6 | Physical properties of steel fiber.

Category Length/
mm

Diameter/
mm

Length
to diameter

ratio

Tensile
strength/MPa

Steel fiber 6 2 3 2850

TABLE 7 | The mix proportion of UHPC-based grouting materials.

Raw materials/Types GA GB

Cement/kg 1086 1086
Silica fume/kg 81 81
Quartz sand/kg 1511 1511
Water reducing agent/kg 45 45
Water/kg 198 198
Fly ash/kg 206 206
Steel fibers/kg 0 236
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2.2.2 Performance Test of the UHPC-Based Grouting
Material
1) Flexural strength and compressive strength test of the UHPC-

based grouting material

The material performance test of the UHPC-based
grouting material was carried out based on the Test
method of cement mortar strength (ISO method) GB/
T17671-1999. The prism specimen with a size of 40 mm
× 40 mm × 160 mm was fabricated, and the flexural
strength and compressive strength of the specimen were
measured.

The flexural strength test of the UHPC-based grouting
material was measured by using the flexural strength
testing machine. More specifically, the specimen was
placed on the supporting cylinder of the testing machine.
The long axis of the specimen was perpendicular to the
supporting cylinder, whereas the load was uniformly added
to the relative side of the prism at the rate of 50 N/s until the
specimen was broken. The flexural strength test is displayed
in Figure 1.

The compressive strength of the UHPC-based grouting
material was measured by using half of the specimen after the
flexural strength test. The central part of the specimen was placed
at the center of the press plate and the specimen was uniformly
loaded to failure at the rate of 2500 N/s. The test process is
illustrated in Figure 2.

2)Flowability test of the UHPC-based grouting material

The expansion degree of the UHPC-based grouting material
was used to represent its flow performance, while the test is
shown in Figure 3.

3 Material test results

The test results of the flexural strength, compressive strength
and fluidity of GA and GB grouting material are shown in
Table 8.

The flexural and compressive strengths of GA grouting
material are 9.4 MPa and 119.6 MPa, respectively. After adding
steel fiber, the flexural strength is increased by about 87%,
while the compressive strength is increased by 7%. The
incorporation of the steel fiber greatly improves the flexural
strength and the compressive strength of the UHPC-based
grouting material.

We have to underline that the initial fluidity and 30 min
retention value of the GA grouting material meet the

FIGURE 1 | Depiction of the flexural strength test of the UHPC-based
grouting material.

FIGURE 2 | Depiction of the compressive strength test of the UHPC-
based grouting material.

FIGURE 3 | Depiction of the expansion degree test of the UHPC-based
grouting material.

TABLE 8 | Material test results.

Raw materials/Types GA GB

Flexural strength (MPa) 9.4 17.6
Compressive Strength (MPa) 119.6 128.4

initial fluidity 307 282
Flowability (mm) 30 min retention value 280 264
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specification requirements. The initial fluidity of the GB
grouting material is low, but its 30 min fluidity meets the
specification requirements. After steel fiber is incorporated,
the initial fluidity and 30 min retention value of the UHPC-
based grouting material are decreased by 8.1 % and 5.7%,
respectively. The incorporation of the steel fiber limits also
the free flow of slurry, reduces the flow performance of the
UHPC-based grouting material and increases the grouting
difficulty.

3 GENERAL SITUATION OF CONNECTION
PERFORMANCE TEST

3.1 Specimen Design
The diameter of the sleeve steel bars that are used in industrial
and civil buildings is generally lower than 25 mm. Meanwhile,
large-scale infrastructures such as bridges, mostly use large-
diameter steel bars above 25 mm. With the increase of the
steel bar diameter, the thickness of the protective layer and
sleeve size should also be appropriately increased to meet the
anchorage requirements of the steel bar. By changing the steel bar
anchorage length la and the mixing proportion of the UHPC-
based grouting material, eight specimens of steel bar connection
joints were made, and monotonic axial tension tests were carried
out on eight specimens. The construction of the specimen is
revealed in Figure 4, and the detailed dimensions are shown in
Table 9. The meaning of each letter and number with the
specimen ‘S400-GA-8d’ is the following: ‘S’ denotes the
specimen, ‘400’ stands for the grade of steel bar HRB400, ‘GA’
represents the grouting material without steel fiber UHPC, and
‘8d’ denotes the anchorage length that is eight times the diameter
of the steel bar.

3.2 Material Properties
The grouting sleeves adopt the JM fully grouted sleeve, as is
shown in Figure 5. The JM fully grouted sleeve is rolled with
high-quality carbon structural steel. The outer wall of the sleeve
was pressed into the internal 4 mm, and the trapezoidal convex
rib with a pitch of 40 mm was formed on the inner wall to
increase the bonding area between the sleeve and the grouting
material, as well as to improve the interface bonding strength.

The HRB400E steel bar with a diameter of 32 mmwas selected
for the material performance test, whereas a universal testing
machine carried out the uniaxial tensile test. The measured
mechanical properties of the HRB400E steel bar are shown in
Table 10.

3.3 Fabrication of Specimens
Before assembling the specimens, the paste position of the
strain gauge should be smoothly polished in advance. Then,
the relative position between the sleeve and the steel bar, as
required in Table 9, and insert the rubber plug after assembly
to prepare the grouting. During the grouting, put the well-
configured grouting material into the grouting gun for artificial
pressure grouting. During the grouting process was fixed.
Interestingly, it was found that the fluidity of GB grouting
material was low, and the grouting was difficult. On the other
hand, the fluidity of the GA grouting material was good, and
the grouting was easy. However, the GB grouting material was
still used to continue pouring four groups of specimens and
exploring the influence of the steel fiber on the interfacial
bonding strength. After grouting, the specimen was placed in
the standard curing room for 28 days, and the strain gauge was
pasted at the measuring point after curing.

3.4 Measuring Point Arrangement and
Loading Device
The applied test measurement includes displacement and load
between fixtures, residual deformation, the surface strain of
sleeves, and the steel bar strain. The uniaxial tensile tests were
carried out on a 2000 kN electro-hydraulic servo universal
testing machine. The displacement and load between fixtures
and the residual deformation of the specimen during the test
are automatically recorded by the machine. The overall
displacement measured by the device includes the slippage
between the rebar and loading head in the initial loading stage.

FIGURE 4 | Diagram of the specimen construction.

TABLE 9 | Depiction of the specimen sizes.

Test specimen numbers Grouting materials d/mm Ds/mm c/mm Dm/mm L/mm la (d)

S400-GA-4d GA 32 60 28 4 320 4
S400-GA-5d 390 5
S400-GA-6d 450 6
S400-GA-8d 580 8

S400-GB-4d GB 32 60 28 4 320 4
S400-GB-5d 390 5
S400-GB-6d 450 6
S400-GB-8d 580 8
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The sleeve’s surface strain and the steel bar’s strain are read
after connecting the data acquisition box with the pre-pasted
strain gauge. By considering the symmetry of the sleeve, the
strain gauges are pasted only at the loading end of the sleeve
and the steel bar. The position of the strain gauge is shown in
Figure 6.

3.5 Loading Rate and Loading Protocol
Before the loading process, the clamp will exert a horizontal
extrusion force on the joint, which should be kept constant
throughout the test to ensure that the joint does not slip
during axial tension. At the same time, the horizontal thread
between fixtures can prevent the specimen from axial sliding. The
loading rate of the uniaxial tensile test was 2 MPa/s. As far as the
specimen loading system is concerned, in accordance with the
provisions of the Technical specification for mechanical splicing of
steel reinforcing bars (JGJ107-2016), it was firstly loaded at
0.6 times the steel yield strength standard value. Then, it was
unloaded to 0 to measure the residual deformation of the
specimen. According to the loading rate of 2 MPa/s, the
specimen was loaded to failure.

4 TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

4.1 Failure Mode of Specimen
The specimen has two failure modes during the uniaxial tensile
test: slip failure and tensile failure. The failure mode of the
specimen is shown in Figure 7.

During the test, all specimens were damaged after
experiencing the elastic-yield-strengthening stage. More
specifically, S400-GA-8d and S400-GB-8d exhibited tensile
failures, whereas the other specimens showed slip failures.
When the load reached the ultimate tensile strength, the
phenomenon of the steel bar necking occurs, and its diameter
decreased significantly. As the load continues to increase, the
lower end of the connecting steel bar was broken and a violent
noise was recorded. For the specimen with the slip failure, when
the load reached a certain degree, the steel-grouting material
interface of UHPC at the end of the sleeve was gradually peeled
off and separated. The connecting steel bars produced also an
obvious sliding effect. With the continuous increase of the
enforced load, the slip area of the steel bar was significantly
expanded, the steel bar in the anchorage zone was exposed, and
some UHPC-based grouting materials were observed on the surface.

On top of that, the grouting material splits with the increasing load.
The crack is developed continuously, and the binding effect of end
concrete isweak. The splitting cracks are developed rapidly, resulting in a
partial failure of the end grouting material. The failure of the grouting
material or excessive deformation of reinforcement will lead to a local
slip of the specimen, and the chemical bonding force between
reinforcement and grouting material in the slip zone is disappeared.

FIGURE 5 | Depiction of the JM fully grouted sleeve.

TABLE 10 | Properties of the steel reinforcement materials.

Steel grade Reinforcement
diameter/mm

Yield strength/MPa Tensile strength/MPa Percentage elongation
after fracture/%

Elastic modulus/MPa

HRB400E 32 427.9 608 18.5 2.06 × 105

FIGURE 6 | Layout of the strain gauge.
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At this time, the bonding force between the steel bar and the grouting
material is mainly composed of two parts: 1) the friction between the
grouting material and the steel bar and 2) the mechanical bite force
between the groutingmaterial and the steel bar transverse ribs.When the
load continued to increase, the process can be approximately regarded as
a quasi-static process. If the ultimate bearing capacity of the steel bar was
higher than the bonding force of the groutingmaterial, the specimenwill
slip to failure. Conversely, the tensile failure of the specimen occurs.

4.2 Load Displacement Curve
The 2000 kN electro-hydraulic servo universal testing machine
was used to conduct a monotonic axial tensile test on eight
specimens, while the load-displacement curve is shown in
Figure 8, The displacement in the figure includes the slippage
between the rebar and the loading head at the initial stage of
loading. As can be observed from Figure 8:

1) The specimen of the HRB400E grade steel bar connection joint
experienced three stages from initial loading to failure, namely

elastic stage, yield stage and strengthening stage. However, the
load-displacement curve of the specimen was different due to the
different anchorage lengths.

2) The failure load of both S400-GA-4d and S400-GB-4d
specimens was significantly lower than that of other
specimens. The spalling degree of the grouting material
was lighter when the specimen was destroyed, and a small
amount of grouting material was attached to the surface of the
steel bar after the specimen was pulled out. Additionally, the
failure load of both S400-GA-5d and S400-GB-5d was slightly
higher than the specimen with the same grouting material
anchorage length of 4d, and the spalling of grouting material
also occurred when the specimen was destroyed. As far as the
failure load of both S400-GA-6d and S400-GB-6d specimens
is concerned, it was close to the tensile strength of steel bars,
whereas still a certain residual strength after failure was
measured. The tensile failure occurred in both S400-GA-8d
and S400-GB-8d steel bars.When the steel bar was broken, the
load decreased rapidly after reaching the ultimate tensile

FIGURE 7 | Failure mode of specimens (A) Slip failure specimen (B) Tensile failure specimen. capacity of the specimen with the anchorage length of 8 d is greater
than the standard value of the tensile strength of the steel bar, the grade I joint standard is met. The value of specimens fu with anchorage lengths of 4 and 6 d is greater
than or equal to fstk but less than 1.10 fstk, whereas the value fu/fy is greater than 1.25, meeting thus the grade II joint standard.

TABLE 11 | Test results.

Numbers fu(MPa) Pu(kN) fu/fy fu/fstk τu u0 Destruction form

S400-GA-4d 537.64 432.18 1.34 1.00 33.60 0.06 Slip failure
S400-GA-5d 571.36 459.28 1.43 1.06 28.57 0.06 Slip failure
S400-GA-6d 578.23 464.80 1.45 1.07 24.09 0.09 Slip failure
S400-GA-8d 585.43 470.59 1.46 1.08 18.29 0.06 Tensile failure
S400-GB-4d 556.69 447.49 1.39 1.03 34.79 0.05 Slip failure
S400-GB-5d 575.44 462.56 1.44 1.07 28.77 0.05 Slip failure
S400-GB-6d 585.02 470.26 1.46 1.08 24.38 0.07 Slip failure
S400-GB-8d 600.96 483.08 1.50 1.11 18.78 0.08 Tensile failure

f u represents tensile strength; Pu signifies the ultimate load; f y represents the standard yield strength; f stk stands for the standard value of tensile strength; τu represents the average bond
strength; u0 is the residual deformation.
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strength of the steel bar. The steel bar firstly appeared during
the necking phenomenon. The lower end of the steel bar was
broken with severe noise, and the spalling degree of grouting
material was high.

3) When the same anchorage length was enforced, the failure load
of the GA grouting material specimen was lower than that of the
GB grouting material specimen. This effect indicates that the
incorporation of steel fiber in the grouting material can improve
the tensile bearing capacity of the specimen.

4.3 Stress Analysis of Steel bar Connection
Joint
The Technical specification for mechanical splicing of steel reinforcing
bars (JGJ 107–2016) is provided for Class I joints under uniaxial
tension as follows: for the tensile fracture specimen of the steel bar, its
ultimate bearing capacity should be greater than the tensile strength
of reinforcement. For the specimen with connector damage (sleeve
fracture, sleeve longitudinal cracking, and reinforcement pulling
out), the ultimate bearing capacity shall be greater than
1.10 times the tensile strength of reinforcement. Moreover, when
the diameter of the steel bar is less than or equal to 32 mm, the
residual deformation of the specimen should be less than or equal to
0.1. Table 11 shows that the residual deformation of each specimen
is less than 0.1, and the ultimate bearing.

The value fu/f stk of S400-GA-6d and S400-GB-6d is similar to
that of S400-GA-8d, but not a tensile failure effect was observed.
Consequently, it can be argued that although the anchorage
length is a key factor to determine the failure mode of the
specimen, several other parameters should be examined. The
impact of sleeve constraint on the stress loss and the pushback
effects of the convex rib on the inner wall of the sleeve also affect
the splitting of the internal grouting material.

4.4 Analysis of Bond Strength of Specimens
4.4.1 Bond-Slip Bearing Capacity
The specimens with bond-slip failure experienced elastic and
yield stages and then were destroyed in the strengthening stage.
As a result, the bearing capacity decreased sharply. Among them,
the S400-GB-6d and S400-GA-6d specimens still maintained a
certain residual bond strength. For the specimens with slip failure,
the average bond stren, gth and residual bond strength could be
determined according to Formulas 1, 2:

FIGURE 8 | Distribution of the load displacement curve (A)Load-displacement curve of GA grout specimens(B)Load-displacement curve of GB grout specimens.

FIGURE 9 | Fitting curves of calculated bond strength of specimens with
different anchorage lengths.
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τu � Pu

πdla
� Pu

nπd2
(1)

τt � Pt

πdla
� nt
Pπd2

(2)

where τu and τt are the average bond strength and residual bond
strength, respectively, d represents the diameter of reinforcement,
n stands for the anchorage length multiple of connecting
reinforcement, and Pu, Pt are the minimum values of ultimate
load and sliding stage load, respectively.

The average bond strength of each specimen is listed in
Table 11. When the bond strength of the specimen is greater
than the tensile strength of the steel bar, the tensile failure of the
specimen occurs. Therefore, the actual average bond strength of
tensile specimens should be higher than the calculated value of
Formula (1). In Figure 8, the load of the specimens S400-GB-6d
and S400-GA-6d decreased sharply after the sliding failure.When

the load was decreased to the value of 182 kN and 211 kN,
respectively, the load increased again. The bond strength of
both S400-GB-6d and S400-GA-6d specimens’ residual bond
that was calculated by Formula (2) was about 40 % and 45%
of that before failure, indicating that the specimens with slip
failure retain a certain strength.

4.4.2 Impact of Anchorage Length on Bond Strength
The bond strength of the six slip failure specimens in the uniaxial
tensile test is shown in Figure 9. In the figure, the transverse
coordinate is the reciprocal of the anchorage length multiple of
the steel bar, and the ordinate is the ratio of the average bond
strength to f 0.25c . For the S400-GA-4d, S400-GA-5d, S400-GB-4d, and
S400-GB-5d specimens, when the anchorage was increased by 1 day,
the average bond strength was decreased by 15% and 17%,
respectively, whereas the ultimate bearing capacity of specimens
was increased by 6.0% and 3.3%, respectively. With the increase of

FIGURE 10 |Distribution of the strain-load curve of the sleeve (A) Axial strain as a function of load for S400-GB-8d. (B)Circumferential strain as a function of load for
S400-GB-8d. (C) Axial strain as a function of load for S400-GA-6d. (D) Circumferential strain as a function of load for S400-GA-6d.
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the anchorage length, the total area of the bond interface between steel
bar and groutingmaterial was enlarged, and themechanical occlusion
was further strengthened. Hence, the ultimate load was significantly
increased.When the anchorage length of reinforcementwas increased
from 5 to 6 d, the bearing capacity was changed slightly, whereas the
bond strength of both GA and GB specimens was decreased by 15%.
This is because when the anchorage length was 6d, the bearing
capacity of the specimen was close to its tensile strength limit.
Therefore, it can be considered that the anchorage length of the
specimen with tensile failure should be slightly greater than 6d.

The bond strength at the interface between the reinforcement and
grouting material was unevenly distributed. The bite bond is formed
between the transverse rib of the steel bar and the grouting material
gradually fails, leading to the creation of a new slip surface. The slip
plane is expanded internally, resulting in the pullout of the steel bar
and the grouting material between the ribs. Therefore, the decrease
in anchorage length reduces the number of the interlocking keys, and
the average bond strength is closer to the ultimate bond strength
under slip failure. Conversely, the employment of a relatively long
anchorage length leads to greater differences between the average
bond strength and the ultimate bond strength.

4.4.3 Impact of Grouting Material Types on Bond
Stress
Figure 9 displays that the bond strength of the GB groutingmaterial
containing steel fiber is slightly higher than that of GA at the same
anchorage length. The origins of this effect are associated with the
fact that the bond stress of the groutingmaterial is greatly affected by
the splitting strength of the grouting material. The steel fiber in the
GB grouting material can significantly improve its splitting strength
and initial crack strength. Besides, the generation and development
of initial cracks are limited to improve the interface bonding strength
and the anchorage length of the steel bars is reduced. At the same
time, when the slip failure occurs in the test, the existence of the steel
fiber can improve the residual bond strength of the failure specimen.
Figure 9 shows that the bearing capacity of both S400-GB-6d and
S400-GA-6d are basically the same. However, after the steel fiber is
added, the residual bearing capacity is increased by about 16%,
indicating that the steel fiber of the damaged specimen still
maintained a certain working performance.

4.4.4 Sleeve and Steel bar Strain
Strain gauges were pasted on the surface of the sleeve and steel bar
to observe the strain change of the specimen during loading. The
layout of the applied strain gauges is shown in Figure 6. The
strains of both S400-GB-8d and S400-GA-6d before yielding were
obtained, as is shown in Figure 10.

As can be ascertained from Figures 10A,C, the strain of the steel
bars is tensile and is increased linearlywith the applied load. The sleeve
strain is also increased linearly before the specimen yield, showing a
distribution law of large in the middle and small parts of both ends.
Under enforcing the same load, the absolute value of the axial strain
and circumferential strain on the sleeve surface is decreased from the
middle to both ends of the sleeve. That is, the greater the strain range is
recorded closer to the middle section of the sleeve. The micro-strain
value at Z0 varies from0 to 1500, while themicro-strain value between
Z0 and the sleeve end varies from 0 to 1,100. Meanwhile, the strain

value at the sleeve end is always small. When the load is increased to
300 kN, the end hoop strainH4 andH3 of the S400-GB-8d and S400-
GA-6d exhibit a transition froma compressive strain to a tensile strain.

The data measured by the hoop strain gauge of the sleeve mainly
consists of two parts. The first part is the tensile strain of the sleeve
caused by the compression expansion of the internal grouting
material and stems from the shear of the transverse rib of the
steel bar. The implementation of a large load leads to a stronger shear
effect, and the tensile strain is increased accordingly. The second part
is the compressive strain of sleeves affected by the Poisson’s effect.
The grouting material can fully transfer the tensile force of the steel
bar to the sleeve due to the small splitting degree of the grouting
material in the middle, and the two jointly bear the force. At this
time, the sleeve strain can be characterized by Poisson’s effect,
leading to a compressive strain. Due to the splitting cracks at the
end of the grouting material, the force transmission performance is
weakened. Therefore, the steel bar transmission process is blocked,
and the end of the sleeve tensile stress is decreased. In addition, the
Poisson’s effect is weakened. At this time, the tensile strain of the
grouting material extrusion cylinder wall is slightly larger than the
compressive strain, and the overall performance is the tensile strain.

With the further increase of the anchorage length, the tensile load
transferred from the sleeve section is increased gradually. Thus, the
micro strain value of the 8d specimen at the same position is slightly
higher than that of the 6d specimen. During the test, the sleeve was
always in the elastic stage, indicating that the specimen meets the
requirements and the safety reserve is high.

5 CONCLUSIONS

AUHPC-based groutingmaterial thatmeets the requirements of rebar
connection performance was prepared, and the mix proportion of
high-performance grouting material was determined. By performing a
material performance test of twoUHPC-based groutingmaterials with
different mixing ratios and based on the uniaxial tensile test of eight
connection specimens of grouting sleeve reinforced by UHPC-based
grouting materials, the following conclusions were obtained:

1) The UHPC-based grouting material, which only contains
micro and fine particle components, has high strength,
durability, and good working performance. As a result, is
suitable for the grouting material connected to the steel sleeve.
Furthermore, its bond strength with the steel interface is high.

2) The addition of steel fiber can improve the compressive strength
and flexural strength of the UHPC-based grouting material.
However, the fluidity of UHPC-based grouting material is
reduced, leading to grouting difficulties in the actual
construction process. In practical applications, the UHPC-
based grouting material without steel fiber is recommended.

3) By increasing the anchorage length of the connecting steel bar, the
bearing capacity can be improved. Hence, ultimate bond strength
and change in the failure mode of the specimens is attained. The
increase in the anchorage length increased the bond area between
the steel bar and grouting material. When the same grouting
material was used, the implementation of a longer anchorage
length led to a lower average bond strength of the specimen.
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4) Before the steel bar yield, the strain of the sleeve and the steel
bar changed linearly with the increase of the load, whereas the
strain of the sleeve surface was decreased from the middle to
both ends. During the test, the maximummicro-strain at each
position of the sleeve was always less than 1500, which is
located in the elastic stage. Hence, it is indicated that the
specimen meets the strength requirements and has a high
safety reserve.
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